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Abstract 
This paper introduces authentication states for SBAS receivers describing all processes ranging from pre-

authentication verification to nominal authenticated operations. Most importantly, the secure transitions 

between these states and receiver operations are proposed to better define what the receiver’s role is in 

delivering a secure service. Different authentication techniques also require tailored modifications for the 

receiver concept of operations (CONOPS). This paper focuses on the use of two different authentication 

schemes: an I-channel implementation of TESLA and a Q-channel implementation of ECDSA. The receiver 

state machine outlines how a receiver should securely acquire public keys over the air and how a receiver 

transitions into a fully authenticated state from start-up. This paper presents a general message 

processing procedure that protects the SBAS receiver from using potentially spoofed data while 

preserving the integrity delivered by the service. 

Introduction 
The adoption of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) has seen enormous growth in the past two 

decades. Many citizens rely upon the service for day-to-day tasks and many other large parts of the 

technology sector have adopted GNSS technologies to aid in navigation and timing services [1]. The U.S. 

power grid relies on GNSS for frequency and phase synchronization, the financial sector relies upon GNSS 

for transaction traceability, and airlines relies on GNSS for safe and efficient navigation. Civilian GNSS 

signals were designed to encourage mass adoption with the use of open signals and data structures, but 

this same aspect that drove large growth in GNSS use also comes at a cost. In the last several years, 

concerns have been growing over the ability for malicious actors to spoof GNSS signals. Advances in 

electronics have drastically reduced the cost to carry out these attacks making spoofing as simple as an 

RF hobby project. While there is risk in spoofing attacks against all GNSS users, there is a direct and dire 

impact these attacks make to safety-of-life services. Aircraft rely upon GNSS and Satellite Based 

Augmentation Systems (SBAS) for high integrity navigation. SBAS provides two complementary 

enhancements to GNSS: (1) wide area differential corrections that allow for more accurate GNSS 

measurements, and (2) integrity information on the satellites and constellation that is designed to alert 

users to satellites faults within 6 seconds of a potentially faulted position solution [2]. Some SBAS satellites 

offer ranging capabilities, but the core purposes of the geostationary SBAS satellites is to broadcast data 

used in the above correction and integrity services. Like civil GNSS, this data is unencrypted and 

unauthenticated, leaving it vulnerable to spoofing attacks. Since SBAS is used primarily as a data channel, 

there has been an interest in protecting this data using cryptographic solutions. 

Authentication can be adopted for broadcast systems such as SBAS and provide a means to secure the 

safety-critical integrity and correction information. Over the past several years, the community has been 
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active in adapting and designing authentication techniques suitable for SBAS and GNSS. While a vast 

majority of these publications have focused on the low-level implications for these cryptographic 

innovations [3]–[8], there have been few publications on the operational impact to SBAS users [9]. 

This paper introduces authentication states for SBAS receivers describing all processes ranging from pre-

authentication verification to nominal authenticated operations. Most importantly, the secure transitions 

between these states is defined and receiver operations are proposed to better define what the receiver’s 

role is in delivering a secure service. Different authentication techniques also require tailored 

modifications for the receiver CONOPS. This paper focuses on the use of two different authentication 

schemes: an I-channel implementation of TESLA and a Q-channel implementation of ECDSA. EC-Schnorr 

is also being considered as a Q-channel implementation, but in the context of receiver use there is no 

distinction between ECDSA and EC-Schnorr so for the sake of this paper ECDSA will be used to describe 

the Q-channel implementation. For more details concerning the I-channel and Q-channel designs 

discussed here, the reader is directed to [10]. An important distinction between the designs discussed 

here and those discussed in the rest of the literature is that an “authenticate-then-use” approach is taken 

with the SBAS data [10]. This protects the SBAS-enabled receiver from using potentially spoofed data while 

ensuring that receivers use alerts immediately to preserve integrity.  

Message Content Categories 
 The method by which SBAS data is authenticated and eventually processed was introduced in [10]. There 

are two categories of SBAS message content that dictate how the received information is processed. The 

first category consists of integrity information that communicates degraded integrity data compared with 

previously received data, and the second category contains all other SBAS message content. Using this 

authentication process, all information received in the second category is buffered and not used until it is 

authenticated. In contrast, the integrity information for each satellite is used immediately by the receiver 

when this information conveys a decrease in integrity compared with the current integrity information.  

In this case, the received data is used prior to authentication. For the purposes of this work, the Dual 

Frequency Range Error (DFRE) sigma derived from the Dual Frequency Range Error Indicator (DFREI) or 

the Dual Frequency Range Error Change Indicator (DFRECI) is considered the main source of integrity 

information. The Do Not Use message (MT-0) also provides a means to protect the integrity of users and 

also requires immediate action. Figure 1 shows the two message content categories described above. 

The DFRE communicates confidence information on the range to each satellite with available corrections. 

When the DFREI for a satellite is increased, it indicates that the variance on the range to that satellite is 

increased, and therefore the confidence has decreased. When the DFREI of a satellite is broadcast as the 

highest value, it is an indication that the satellite should not be used in the position, velocity and time 

(PVT) and protection level (PL) calculations. By allowing the receiver to use increased DFREI information 

before it has been authenticated, the Time-To-Alert (TTA) is preserved for the SBAS service. In contrast, 

when a satellite’s DFREI decreases, that change in DFREI is buffered (similar to the second SBAS message 

category) and is only incorporated after it is authenticated. If the DFREI remains the same it is buffered 

similar to the decreased DFREI case. The timeout period for the DFREIs is extended in proportion to the 

authentication latency in order to meet continuity requirements.  Generally, the receipt of a DFREI resets 

the timeout of the DFREI while the receiver waits to authenticate it before its use. The loss of four 

consecutive messages still results in all DFREI information timing out. This authentication concept 
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prevents a window of vulnerability that occurs when a receiver receives and starts using SBAS data prior 

to authenticating the data. 

 

Figure 1: Message Categories  

Receiver States 
Receiver states refer to states held internally within the receiver regarding SBAS authentication. As an 

important note, these states are notional and do not necessarily need to be known to the receiver. They 

serve as an important tool for those developing how authentication should be incorporated in SBAS 

receivers. These states are designed to be as clear as possible to understand how a receiver operates 

through all conceivable scenarios that might occur during its lifetime. How these states are arrived at and 

what they signify is discussed here. How these states translate into alerts for pilots in potential spoofing 

situations and service outages is left for future work. There are three internal receiver states: 

“Initialization”, “Authenticating” and “Authentication Failed”. These states and their transitions are shown 

in Figure 2. The over-the-air-rekeying (OTAR) and key management process is not shown as a part of the 

receiver states. It is instead a process that is constantly running in the background. More information 

concerning OTAR and key management can be found in [11]. 
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Figure 2: Internal States of an authenticated SBAS receiver 

The “Initialization” state occurs during receiver start up and is required to establish trust in the SBAS 

broadcast. This state covers time synchronization and validation which is important for the TESLA I-

channel scheme. Typically, initialization is a short, first step as the receiver enters into service from a warm 

or cold start. There are some circumstances, however, when a receiver would need to enter the 

initialization state from the other receiver states. These are mentioned briefly in Table 2. 

“Authenticating” is the state at which the receiver has begun to authenticate SBAS messages. This state 

occurs irrespective of whether there is enough data to deliver an SBAS corrected PVT and protection levels 

(PLs). This is the nominal working state of the receiver and will be the most common internal state 

encountered in authentication enabled receivers.  

If there is an epoch at which an authentication fails, the receiver internal state moves to the 

“Authentication Alert” state. There is an ongoing discussion into what this state means for the receiver 

and what implications this would have on other users in the same airspace.  What is clear is that the only 

way a receiver would be able to transition from an “Authentication Alert” state back into an 

“Authenticating” state is by first going back through the “Initialization” state to reestablish trust in the 

service.  

Table 1 gives a general summary of what occurs during each of the receiver states. The state transitions 

internal to the receiver are shown in Table 2 along with rough examples of when these transitions might 

occur. The letters associated with the transitions are shown in Figure 2. 
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Table 1: General description for SBAS receiver authentication states 

State Description PVT Outputs Authentication 
Status Output 
Value 

Initialization Tracking satellites, 
have not yet validated 
all keys required to 
authenticate messages  

According to legacy 
requirements when SBAS is not 
available 

None 

Authenticating SBAS messages are 
authenticated 

According to legacy 
requirements 

True 

Authentication Alert SBAS messages fail 
authentication, service 
is not available and an 
alert is raised 

No computed data – or – 
output but flagged consistent 
with legacy requirements when 
misleading information is 
detected, integrity alert 

False 

 

Table 2: Example Receiver Internal State Transitions 

Transition States transitioning Transition description 

A Initialization to 
Authenticating 

Trust is established in the received messages, all required keys 
have been validated, and these messages have been 
authenticated. With these messages, the SBAS service is available 
according to legacy requirements. 

B Initialization to  
Authentication 
Alert 

Trust cannot be established in the received messages. The receiver 
has received keys, but these keys either fail to be validated or the 
incoming messages fail authentication. 

C Authenticating to 
Initialization 

Corner cases where keys are revoked or keys are changed shortly 
after initialization such that the receiver no longer has a valid 
current set of keys. The receiver needs to reestablish trust in the 
broadcast once more. 

D Authenticating to 
Authentication 
Alert 

The receiver has the correct keys and the authentication fails. 

E Authentication 
Alert to 
Initialization 

After an Authentication Alert state, the receiver attempts to 
reestablish trust in the SBAS broadcast. This transition will be 
better defined once the Authentication Alert state is also better 
defined.  

 

Internal operations of the receiver states 
This section gives a high-level description of the internal operations undertaken by the receiver in each of 

the 3 states mentioned above. It is important to note that these state processes pertain to a single SBAS 

channel. SBAS receivers are required to track more than one SBAS channel during operation and these 

processes will be parallelized between these channels. 
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Initialization 
The “Initialization” state governs the process by which a receiver gains confidence in the authenticity of 

the incoming SBAS data. If the receiver has been in an Authentication Alert state, it will transition into the 

Initialization state once more before transitioning to the Authenticating state. Figure 3 shows a high-level 

flow chart of how the receiver progresses through this state. 

 

 

Figure 3: Initialization state processes 

If the receiver is powering on, it goes through its normal acquisition procedures until it is able to track and 

demodulate the incoming SBAS data. Figure 3 demonstrates the logical path a receiver takes as it attempts 
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to authenticate the data. The authentication attempt includes ensuring loose-time synchronization in the 

case of TESLA [12]. If the attempt is deemed a success, the receiver proceeds to the “Authenticating” 

state. If the attempt fails, the receiver goes through the over-the-air-rekeying update process to update 

the keys. If during that process it is found that the keys fail their authentication as well, the receiver 

transitions to the “Authentication Alert” state. The process by which the keys are verified has been 

outlined in [11] and a more detailed OTAR receiver based process is left for future work. As mentioned in 

Table 1, the receiver output while in the “Initialization” state is according to legacy requirements when 

SBAS is not available. A major benefit to this design is that if the SBAS service is being spoofed, none of 

the forged data will be used in a PVT/PL solution. 

Authenticating 
Once a receiver has established trust in the incoming SBAS messages, it transitions to the “Authenticating” 

state. This is the state the receiver will be in during nominal operations. Figure 4 gives the receiver 

procedures for the I-channel TESLA design and Figure 5 shows these same procedures for the Q-channel 

ECDSA and EC-Schnorr design. In this state, the receiver has already validated all the cryptographic keys 

necessary to authenticate the incoming SBAS data and the messages that are received continue to be 

authenticated. The receiver resides in this state as long as the messages are authenticated, and the keys 

have not expired. If an authentication frame is unavailable due to a bad CRC or for any other reason, the 

receiver remains in the “Authenticating” state if there is enough authenticated SBAS data available to 

provide an SBAS solution. If the previously authenticated data has timed out, or is no longer sufficient to 

provide an SBAS solution, the receiver outputs according to legacy requirements when SBAS is not 

available until enough authenticated information is obtained to provide an SBAS solution once more.  

There are three main differences between the Q-channel and I-channel implementation of the receiver 

“Authenticating” state. For the I-channel TESLA design, there is an additional loose-time synchronization 

step required during authentication attempts. The I-channel design also requires two confirmed 

authentications for some of the data delivered by MT31 and MT37. The information carried in these two 

messages pertains to the satellite mask and the DFREI scale table. The protection on one-time guessing 

attacks for the TESLA scheme is not as strong as the protection offered by a full digital signature like the 

ones used in the Q-channel, especially in the case where the “Little-MACs” variant is implemented [10]. 

These data can have grave consequences if spoofed and so they require two confirmed authentications 

before they are accepted by the receiver. The third difference is the way the receiver checks if a valid 

signature is available in the I-channel versus the Q-channel. Otherwise the processing is the same for the 

two message categories introduced in Figure 1. 

Authentication Alert 
This state is the least defined out of all the states presented here. There are many questions that still need 

to be answered: If an authentication has failed, how should a receiver communicate that information? 

Should an alert be raised to the pilot? Should air traffic controllers be informed directly? Should the 

receiver not burden the pilot with this information in potentially hazardous situations and keep the 

knowledge internal? Should the receiver produce a PVT solution? And then finally, after a receiver has 

entered into an “Authentication Alert” state, how should a receiver transition safely out of that state, back 

into an eventual “Authenticating” state once more? These questions are more than technical in nature 

and will need to be addressed in cooperation with the aviation community. 
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Figure 4: I-channel TESLA Authenticating state 
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Figure 5: Q-channel ECDSA and EC-Schnorr Authenticating State
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Conclusions and Future Work 
This paper has described in detail how data is interpreted and ultimately authenticated by an SBAS 

receiver. Incoming SBAS information are split into two categories: The first category contains information 

pertaining to the integrity data such as DFREIs and Do-Not-Use messages and the second category 

contains all other information. This method of splitting the data has the effect of keeping the integrity of 

the service while not using any potentially harmful information until it has been successfully 

authenticated. Receiver states were defined to help organize the logical processes a receiver goes through 

after start-up. These processes include a description of how a receiver establishes trust in the incoming 

SBAS messages and ultimately how these messages are authenticated. Transitions between most of the 

states were defined with the description of “Authentication Alert” left for future work. 

For future work, simulated results using the above receiver logic will give insight into the performance of 

the SBAS authentication service. More description on the use of the OTAR process to receive keys is also 

required to give a complete description to the “Initialization” and “Authenticating” states. Also, remaining 

questions related to the “Authentication Alert” state, including its impact in pilot and air traffic operations, 

will need to be answered, in order to fully develop an SBAS authentication CONOPS. 
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